Quality and reliability in mycotoxin measurement
Quality of the analytical laboratory Quality assurance The estimate of the value is not only dependent upon the method of sampling and the method of analysis used, but also is dependent on the quality and reliability of analytical laboratory. Analytical laboratories involved in mycotoxin analysis may be assumed to be "in control". The management of the quality assurance system covers some general aspects such as analytical sample tracking (until assay report issue), staff and instrument management, internal inspection, identification of preventives measures to prevent failures and discrepancies, and corrective actions to recover the appropriate quality after failure or discrepancy occurrence inside the system. Some particular technical aspects contribute to prove the laboratory competency such as the implementation of internal control figures by using: certified reference materials, validated methods when available or at least negative and positive control samples and intra -laboratory validated methods, and participation to proficiency testing''. Certified reference materials Several organisms around the world such as the Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements (European Commission, E U), or the National Institute of Standard and Technology (Department of Commerce, USA), are currently preparing Certified Reference Materials (CRMs). The certification of the content is obtained through a statistical analysis from an inter laboratories assay. In this specific case any kind of analytical technique is not recommended. The use of recovery factor The use of recovery information in analytical measurement is a difficult and contentious issue. Some countries or regulation bodies are more and more recommending that the recovery factor should be considered and consequently that the result to be corrected for recovery, as it is already done for some analytes (such as veterinary drug residues).
Measurement of uncertainty
It considers the treatment of the measurement uncertainty in the interpretation of a specification. Both aspects are to be considered: how to estimate the measurement uncertainty, and how to take it into account.
Quantitative analytical results are currently only concerned. Qualitative determinations are also important but there are currently no internationally accepted recommendations and approaches for the estimation of the uncertainty of such determinations.
However, these are currently being developed. There are many procedures available for estimating the measurement uncertainty of a result. However at that time the approach which is preferred for food analysis (both intra-laboratory SR , estimated by the laboratory itself which will then derive its own measurement uncertainty -inter-laboratory SR, from validation data on the method used, derived from an inter-laboratory trial) (*) At the condition that the laboratory demonstrates that it is able to meet this SR before using it to derive its own measurement uncertainty.
inter-laboratory SR derived from a proficiency trial -Horwitz value can be used for most of contaminants but at levels above mcg per kg
Conclusion
The analytical "feasibility" for a reliable measurement of toxins and some others contaminants is more and more considered by the regulators before any value or maximal limit in any legislation is settled. Moreover some regulatory recommendations for example made by some committees of Codex Alimentarius (CC) in particular CC on Food Additives and Contaminants (CCFAC) specify the term of"as lowest as reasonably achievable" (ALARA).
It is recommended to define common and uniform criteria for methods of analysis and sampling procedures, as well as their common implementation and interpretation, in order to avoid different judgements as to whether any particular lot is in compliance with its specification. It would also be very useful that future legislations containing maximum levels should always address how analytical results are to be expressed and 
